
I am in my relatives' villa and follow one of my cousins up a big staircase. There is a pillar on the top and I pretend to be tied around it while a priest asks for an interview. I then walk down with my cousin and we start picking plastic pieces on the gravel and promise to help each other.

I am in an apartment with some guys and go out with one to play beach tennis. We actually start playing with the wrong ball and three girls come dressing carnival costumes. One of them shows me her breast and takes me in a little room where she wants me to make love to my own daughter.

I am walking in my parents' city with a girl. She is buying her own apartment abroad and I try to talk to her on how to try to keep up with all the complexity of life. I am impressed of my words but then realize that I am actually reading from a small book and one chapter is about to finish.

I am in the villa of a very famous artist and he shows me the paintings inside a room. I recognize that they have the same style but one of them that it is more of a drawing. He then shows me a pile of paintings he keeps in a closet. They are actually signed and I think of stealing one to sell it.

I am in a small holiday town looking for my sister. She is actually eating with other guys in front of a food stand. Her back hurts and she wants me to give her a massage but we need to go to a birthday party of an old man. We then go to the bus stop and tell the others that we got the present.

I am working on the water pipes of a museum. My boss has reversed the direction to try to clean them up and the museum curator tells me and other workers to start installing other works. I then follow her to a table with a lot of equipment but not the one I need to install my own art work.

I am standing on an empty platform waiting for a train with my girlfriend. It arrives and we realize that it is everywhere full. We then walk to the end and find a wagon with some space. We get in and the door closes but we find that there is a lot of smoke. I then breath next to the ceiling.

I am with my son next to a mountain lake where people are swimming. We can actually see them very deep down and I wonder where they have jumped in. I then see that there is a big pipe and on the other side a smaller pond. We then decide to also jump in and do so from an inflatable.

I am inside a store selling nice second hand clothes. My girlfriend is also with me and I tell her that we should always buy clothes there since they don't sell any commercial brands. As we walk out we see a line of clothes hanging and realize that they are all from a Swedish commercial brand.

I am walking in a big museum with my ex wife. We are actually on our way out but find that there is also an underneath swimming pool and our kid is already inside. I then try to see if I have the money to also get through the gate but my ex tells me that he is anyway dying of intestine cancer.

I am in a small laboratory and feel like I want to start working there. The researchers are surrounding a printer and I walk to them with a roll of a special printing paper. I then tell them to try printing on it even though it is too thin. They try and the printer quickly prints all my pictures.

I am skiing with my stepfather old skies. As I start to examine how the yellow logo has completely kept new under the plastic I have to quickly stop going down hill not to hit someone who has fallen down in front of me. He is actually a friend and I try to pull him up but his leg is broken.

I am in a park and see that my girlfriend is with her head next to a guy. As I come close to her I see that she is looking inside his camera but I am anyway angry and push her head against him. We then start walking together and I tell her not to go next to strangers but she does it again.

I am in a large basement with three other people. It is actually a big laboratory that has been abandoned for a long time and we have to find three different lasers. I start walking behind some large stoves and pass by one. We still have two to deactivate but the other people go out of the exit.

I am in a small kitchen with some friends and join one that I splaying with two small kids on the floor. She actually gives me one and I start playing with him but he starts crying. I can't make him to stop and try lifting him up like an airplane. I am afraid he might piuck but he starts laughing.

I am in a student apartment and go in a bedroom. There is actually a girl laying on the floor and I lay down with her. She starts caressing my hair but then go to the bathroom to shower. I also need to shower but wait that she is done. She actually calls me and I go in the shower by myself.

I am next to a port and seat on a small wall to film a big boat approaching. It is a beautiful scene but my camera starts recording in a different format. As I try to change it back to the usual format some Nazis gather around me. I then tell them that I am Italian and get back setting the camera. 

I am in an apartment and walk in the kitchen where my girlfriend is seating. I am on my way to the bathroom but she stops me and tells me that we need to seat down and discuss about money. I don't understand but then she shows me her phone and realize that her free Italian classes ended.

I am on a field in the mountains and start removing some weed next to a tree. I can hear my neighbours approaching down below and I move back so that they can see me. They actually don't see me and the husband starts talking about removing some small trees behind my other field.

I am in my mother's kitchen with my girlfriend. We are about to leave for a long trip but think about eating something. I can see that my mother has left us some artichokes on the table but they look too old and my girlfriend looks inside the fridge. She then takes my half sister's ice-cream.

I am in the Italian capital and park the car in the suburbs. I actually need to pay for the parking and a man offers me a ticket for the entire month. I am only there for the day and get a single ticket. I then seat on a public table to eat my lunch box but a black and white dog comes my way.

I am in a small apartment waiting for an American lady to bring me a movie. As I look at the clock she comes right on time. I then let her in and she starts talking to my girlfriend best friend about a webpage she has created talking about eye colors. She is even planning to talk about pink eyes.

I am outside an airport looking at the president walking with the microphone under a fountain. As I am about to insult him a minister comes talking to me about transgender rights. I then tell him that this rights will create a form of power but then realize that my lesbian colleague is listening.

I am looking at a small photo album from my stepfather. He has just died and I find a picture of me and my sister when we were little. We are actually on a beach in the States and he is among us. We look happy and I see in the back of the photograph his hand writing but cannot read it.

I am in a classroom listening to the doctorate defense. My old supervisor is the opponent and talks about God. I am actually next on the list and I get a question from another opponent but then it is my old supervisor's turn and he doesn't know what to ask. I then also start talking about God.

I am waiting for the result of an exam and get in the office of the examiner. I then see in her notebook that I got very good grades in the first questions and very bad grades in the last ones. As I get out of the office my director and two other professors surrounds me and announce that I pass.

I am in a dormitory and realize that it is morning already. I then stand up and realize that it is almost empty and the only person left is an old Sicilian classmate. He is also awake and tells me about a beautiful girl that was sleeping with us but she has gone already for a long journey north.

I am in a building with a squad and walk in front pointing my new riffle. There is another guy in the back who is also pointing the riffle but in the wrong direction and the soldiers of another squad start teasing him. They then invite us for a drink but I ask to have a real fruit instead of juice.

I am in my barn trying to close the big window on the first floor but it turns upside down. I then look for help and realize that there is not even a wall separating my room with the neighbour. As I walk downstairs I realize that there is actually a much bigger space we can still use to expand.

I am having a picnic with my cousin on a slope. As I try to walk down to them without falling I see that there is a ball made of mud. I then try to pick it with a stick and I hear my stepfather reproaching my cousins saying that they are only there because they wanted to meet my new girlfriend.   

I am outside of my parents' old house with my best friend's daughter. I actually show her on my phone a picture of my twin sister when she was her age. I zoom on her face but she doesn't believe it is my sister. Her father then takes my phone and show us pictures of when he was drunk.

I am with my family sleeping in a dormitory and realize that there is another family sleeping with us. I am actually on a top bed and ask the wife below if they have any toys for our kid. She then points at all the stuff they have on an empty bed and says that there is a bow there to shoot dicks.

I am in a meeting with my supervisor seating on a table opposite to her. She is actually reviewing out loud my thesis for the last time and I look at her instead of taking notes. I then realize that she is actually a young actress from an old TV series and she has very strong French accent.

I am with my girlfriend in a seminar that she has organized to discuss archives. The moderator starts asking questions around and reaches me. I then give my academic interpretation of archive but I can see that my girlfriend is getting upset and I shut up. A guy comes seating next to her.

I am falling three guys inside a mall and tell them how gay they look. I then see that a shop assistant is serving drinks on the side and ask for some water. She also gives me a punch but asks me to pay for it. I only have a few coins but she accept them and I join the guys out of the mall again.

I am seating on a bus at night and tell the Arab driver that a friend was also supposed to join me. He then prints a ticket for him even though I did not ask for it. He wants to be paid but I only have a few coins. I give them to him but he drops one and it starts rolling to the back of the bus.

I am walking through a small city and realize that there is a parade with a lot of transvestites. They are not so many and walks in pairs towards me. I start feeling a bit embarrassed but then look at the clothes I am wearing and realize that they are very old and I could be taken for one of them.

I am seating on a crowded bus when a very famous superstar who recently died come standing in front of me. I then pretend not to care and lift a piece of paper to make an origami with it. I suddenly feel his fingers also on the origami but only to tap a famous song he is composing.  

I am in a house on a cliff and go out with my son to look at the ocean. We want to go to the beach but the waves are too big and I propose to walk further down. As we are about to do so I see two brand new bikes floating and we pull them in the house. They are both white but one is for racing.

I am walking in the corridor of an hotel and find a gold bracelet on the floor. I then go in a room to show it to give it to my girlfriend but she is giving a seminar with other teachers and starts talking bad about me. I then go in another room to check the bracelet but realize that it is a fake.

I am in a bar using a tablet to look at a photo I took with two other friends. I am trying to search for one that shows the three of us together but realize that they are very blurred. As I find one that could work a guy comes seating next to me and tells me that the tablet I am using is his.

I am with my son on top of a small pier and pass by a young girl with a dog. She says hi to us and I realize that she is actually flirting with my son. I then look at her and find that she is very pretty and wild. As we keep walking further I talk to my son and realize that he is also in love with her.

I am in a cafe with my girlfriend and her best friend when the director of a museum comes to greet me. I am actually looking at an art magazine and see that there is small review of the guy seating in front of us. He is famous and my girlfriend's friend kneels behind him to massage his back.

I am in a big square that it is getting dark and look with my best friend on the opposite side. An ugly girl seating there and I challenge him to flirt with her. He then walks immediately to the opposite side but go for another girl that is actually very pretty and seats with her until a guard comes.

I am in an apartment with my architect from the mountains and a couple that is actually inspecting it to buy it. It is not so pretty and they are about to go out but my architect stops next to the door where I have recently plastered. He starts caressing the gyps saying how beautiful it is.

I am seating in a cafeteria with a group of girls. They are all from Austria and assume that they are from a city in the North but none of them is from there. As they start telling me where each of them is from another Austrian girl joins us and they tell me she is from the city I first  mentioned.

I am in a dormitory with my best friend and hear a gang of guys outside. They want us to go party with them but I am actually working on my laptop and tell him to go alone. He then dresses up with very ugly clothes and I realize he is only willing to get wasted with them drinking alcohol.

I am walking in a square crowded with young people but it suddenly starts raining and I run under a gazebo. It starts raining even more and I go inside a shop selling tablets of different kinds. I want to try one but there are other costumers and I look at how some German girls play with one.

I am walking by a compound looking at a wooden boat parked in front. I then realize I am in Russia and go in a square where young people are seating. I want to film it but people are rough and my camera zooms out too much onto the painting of a woman standing behind a Russian lady.

I am in a museum standing in front of a wall with a lot of pictures. A black girl comes in with her friend and I try to explain to them about my project. They are actually looking at the wrong installation and I point out my installation next to it even though the pictures were selected randomly.

I am on a road with a young Indian guy who is demanding that I pay him a lot of rupees for a rickshaw ride. I am only willing to pay him for three fourth of the amount but he starts yelling at me. I then take him by the neck and I am just about to give him the full amount but he agrees with me.

I am walking in a town going slowly down hill. I actually carrying a big fire extinguisher with my right hand and a the pipe connected to it with my left. I can feel the foaming inside almost coming out and try to find a place where to do it but there are many kids walking up the same road.

I am walking in the suburbs and see a forest going down hill. I then start walking down and reach a ruin with a small window through which I can see a valley ahead. There is an ancient aqueduct going over it and an arena on the side. I take my camera out to film but the clouds hide them.

I am visiting a Dutch city and hear two men with their kids speaking Swedish. I then turn around to talk to them and we start walking together through the city center even though they are quite silent. I try to ask one of them what they think of the place but we end up in a carnival festivity.

I am in a mall but it is narrow and decide to walk out. I then almost manage to reach one exit but see that there are money on a bench facing it. I anyway keep walking but then realize that I could use these money. As I seat I see that there are are also tickets and a man comes to fetch them.  

I am on top of a hill with my girlfriend. It is covered with snow and she pushes me from the back. I actually have skies on me but don't know how to stop. The slope becomes much more flat and I start going slow again but my girlfriend comes at full speed and pushes me down another slope.

I am in a classroom seating with another girl. I realize that we are both going to be part of the national cross country sky team but she doesn't know how to speak Italian. The coach comes in with other girls and I start to get worry but realize that they there is a blond American among them. 

I am with a friend walking in the Indian countryside and come to a small village controlled by a gang of small kids. They are hiding to attack us and I talk to their boss to let us go. He agrees on the condition that we give some food to a kid that is starving. I also agree but forget my food behind.

I am walking in an Egyptian city and go under a passage. There is a very skillful street musician playing and I stop to listen to him but a local guy starts bothering me. He is with a friend and they try to get close to me to steal my cameras. I then wave my arms to keep them at a good distance.

I am in a hotel room with my spiritual friend and we get ready to unpack our bags. I realize that he hasn't been sleeping under a roof for a long time and that he wouldn't have slept in the hotel if I wasn't there with him. He is not doing well and he tells me that he broke up with his parents.

I am eating with my supervisor and our director. The latter gives me a revised version of my thesis and compliments on it. I then admit that I am quite exhausted and I will have to take a break reading anything. My supervisor is aware that the director is there and says I should go on holiday.

I am  at the opening of a museum show with my colleagues and seat in front of an old Swedish professor. I then ask him if he knows the son of a famous Polish artist. He is actually exhibiting upstairs where the toilette is and I decide to go there to pee even though I have to cross a fence.

I am approaching a beach and hear a guy in a car fighting with a guy standing with his gang on a cliff in the water. I then try to record the fight but two beautiful girls come to swim. The guy with his gang then surrounds them and they get raped but cannot have any proof it was them.

I am in parents' Venetian apartment and hear my stepfather talking to her local cousin. As he tells her about my new job I start preparing slices of cake for them. I make thin slices and realize that it is actually my laptop that I am slicing. I then try one of the slices and it tastes quite okay.

I am in my field in the mountains and get to talk to my neighbour. He proposes me to buy his entire property and tells me that I can accept now or he will never make a new offer again. He then tells me that price and it is quite high but I anyway accept even though I don't have all the money.

I am outside a farm with my mountain neighbour and look at the owners transporting a plastic roof. It is very damaged and looks very old but my neighbour asks the owner and it is in fact quite new. I then say that it is not a good material but they show me a plastic cover that it is very strong.

I am visiting a young couple who has just opened a new museum in a renovated stable. The guy shows me inside and make me open a small window. I then look out and find the same window of an airplane. There is another one with a gun shot and ahead is a very narrow space like a plane.

I am walking in a neighborhood and see a group of girls training softball in a park. I have never played it before but place myself in the circle with them. I finally get the ball and realize I have to throw it so that the other player looses it. I do so but get the ball back and loose one point.

I am walking in a city with a group of young Russians. We actually take a staircase up to the metro and I realize that there are some Indians among them. As we reach the top they take their riffle out and start moving it around as they sing but two musicians at the entrance tell them to stop.

I am walking up the staircase of an institute to go pee but end up in front of the director's office. A Danish curator reaches me from behind and start talking very close to me even though she is lesbian. She then tells me that I should present my work and gives me a salami to bring along.

I am in a cafeteria seating around a small table with some young people. I tell them that since we became classmate we are now good friends. The girl next to me also agrees and I realize that she is a former model. Her face his quite cute but it has a lot of warts and I find it disgusting.

I am in a theater seating next to a girl and I feel her holding my hand but it is just a person passing by. As I stand up to go to my apartment she also follows me but an old guy come along and we seat the three of us on the kitchen table. She then stands up and decide to take him to bed.

I am walking in the park of a city trying to call my girlfriend. As I try several times an angry guy approaches me and I quickly cross over a bridge. He thinks I am flirting with his girlfriend but I am showing him that I am trying to meet mine. I actually know who is flirting with his and tell him.

I am with my mother parking the car in her garage and see our American neighbours seating in front of their garage. I then go to talk to the girl but the guy gets jealous and holds me on the ground. I don't rebel but suddenly stand up and run upstairs to hide myself in a public toilette.

I am with my mother on a bus and reach a Dutch city. We get off in the suburbs and I start walking with her towards the center. There is a big river and we cross it listening to very skilled street musicians. On the other side we find a shop selling jackets for kids but they have no colour left.

I am in a garden talking to some girls. One of them notices the wooden cross I have around my neck and wonders what it is. I then realize that she doesn't understand that it is a cross and I shouldn't be ashamed of wearing it. I then start telling her about my project avoiding to talk of the cross.

I am seating in a bus and night when a girl I don't even see comes seating behind me. I can feel her whole body and her hand taking my hand. We actually pass a natural reserve that I wanted to visit and end up in a city. We finally get off the bus and realize that the girl was really ugly.

I am in my parent's Venetian apartment riding my new racing bike in the living room. I am actually very fast and manage to go to the sleeping room. My Swedish curator friend is there sleeping with a small baby. The latter is laying with his eyes open and I bike to the bed to wake up his father.

I am in my field in the mountains and meet my carpenter with his son. They then ask me what do I see that has changed and I realize that they have cut the last trees on the boarder with his hunter relative. I then ask where are the trees and I realize that they have been taking it away already.

I am in a lake swimming with my sister's family and my son. He is small and I hold him across a passage realizing that the spring has just started and the water is still cold. We manage to go out and I ask my sister if they will come back but she says that the water is warmer at the sea side.

I am on a boat with my son and show him a big triumphal arch in the horizon. He can't see it and the boat starts going right. As I try to point it out to him again I realize that there are two more triumphal arches behind it but one is bent and the other is almost entirely covered by the ocean.

I am at the opera and realize the the queen's daughters are seating next to me. I then start talking to them and show one my camera but it is broken and the head pops out. I then put it away and hug the princess from behind. She is not even pretty with short blond hair but I grab her bubs.

I am  in my mountain field with my stepfather and we discuss about the work I have to there. He then tells me that I should go ahead and adds that I should also go ahead buying an apartment in the historical center. I tell him that I will need to check with my bank but he wants to pay it all.

I am in an old Italian city with my girlfriend and walk out of an ancient building. We actually just bought it and plan to live there the rest of our lives. One of my twin cousins is in the square in front and I tell him the news. I show it to him the place but it is in the shadow and he doesn't like it.

I am in a car with a friend and an old guy. The latter is actually driving us up north and I realize that we are first driving to pick up a package but then we will have to drive all the way back. We have many hours of travel and I can see on his mobile that we kept too much to the west.

I am in my girlfriend's house and it is already evening. I am actually waiting to leave when the daughter of my mountain neighbours come in. She doesn't even close the door and walks straight to the kitchen. I then tell her that we are supposed to leave now but she wants an hour to get ready. 

I am in a bar with my kid and seat with him on one side of the counter. The bar tender looks at me and I ask for a small beer even though I will have to drive. He then takes a bottle of gin and puts it upside down on a big carafe filled with beet. I am afraid it will spill but the liquid stays inside.

I am walking in a building and see that my Polish friend's girlfriend is flirting with an Italian guy. I then keep walking and reach a basement where there are several market stands. I look at one and realize that it is very sophisticated with an electric circuit that is on and I want to turn off.

I am in a hotel and take the elevator up to the cafeteria. As I go out I notice the Japanese wife of my Norwegian friend seating alone. He is actually on a business trip and she is watching a old footage with him. I am also there and runaway from him carrying an old aircraft but he catches it. 

I am in an art school and accompany a girl out to the entrance. The sun is still shining outside and we will need to meet again later in the evening. As I am about to go back in I ask her if I could maybe photograph her for my project. She consents but her face keeps moving and I don't manage.

I am in a big hardware store with a girl. She is actually stealing things and I also pretend to look around. I actually see a professional driller I want and think of also stealing it but the shop assistant comes counting how many of them are left. I then walk slowly back with a wrench in my sleeve.

I am in an apartment with the owners and they show me a letter from their neighbours. It states that they were able to pick three cabbages from their garden. I am impressed but the owners tell me that in their garden they are able to pick up to ten cabbages every day and they even boil them.

I am watching the news about a young DJ who got paralyzed after an accident. He is laying in a small room and I see that there is a small motorcycle on his desk. As I hear that he was the only one able to communicate through a special device I notice the motorcycle moving up and down.

I am in my parents Venetian church and walk to the back. As I pass the middle line I realize that I should have knelt in front of the Holly Mary. I actually wanted to do right after but almost loose my balance and fall. I manage to kneel properly and get a very strong energy within me.  

I am walking along a river in India and realize that there is only trash on the top and the water is crystal clear at the bottom. I then want to seat on a rock to film but there is a lot of water beneath. I get fully under water and only manage to rescue my camera putting it on top of the rock.

I am in a big bathroom and a foreign doctor starts checking me with his assistant. He finds something wrong in my head and makes a cut on junction with my ear to fix it. He leaves and I think I should be bleeding but I don't and anyway decide to shower but it is occupied with other guys.

I am with my girlfriend in a German city and reach a university. No one is around but I anyway ring the bell and a policeman opens us. We then seat in his office until a secretary comes. I then explain to her that I have been employed there but we need a place where to spend the night.

I am with some Japanese people on the boat and decide to hide from the a Japanese couple. We then run upstairs and I let everyone turn to the right while me and another guy go to the left. I keep running towards the tip of the boat and realize that I could cross a fence and hide by the radar.

I am together with a friend and enter a small dormitory. He seats on a bed but there is one guy inside and he tells us that it belongs to another guy. We then wait seating on a chair and suddenly an Italian guy comes in. I actually start laughing since I have already seen this guy three times.

I am in a gondola with my sister and start going in a narrow canal. I am quite relax but soon panic thinking that it is her first time that she paddles. I then calm down and let her do it but soon realize that I am in the back and it is absolutely the first time for me to guide the boat from behind.   


